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Abstract—Balanced truncation is a well-known technique for
model-order reduction with a known uniform reduction error
bound. However, its practical application to large-scale prob-
lems is hampered by its cubic computational complexity. While
model-order reduction by projection to approximate dominant
subspaces without balancing has produced encouraging experi-
mental results, the approximation error bound has not been fully
analyzed. In this paper, a square-integral reduction error bound
is derived for unbalanced dominant subspace projection by using
a frequency-domain solution of the Lyapunov equation. Such an
error bound is valid in both the frequency and time domains.
Then, a dominant subspace computation scheme together with
three Krylov subspace options is introduced. It is analytically
justified that the Krylov subspace for moment matching at low
frequencies is able to provide a better dominant subspace ap-
proximation than the Krylov subspace at high frequencies, while
a rational Krylov subspace with a proper real shift parameter
is capable of achieving superior approximation than the Krylov
subspace at low frequency. A heuristic method of choosing a real
shift parameter is also introduced based on its new connection to
the discretization of a continuous-time model. The computation
algorithm and theoretical analysis are then examined by several
numerical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness. Finally,
the dominant subspace computation scheme is applied to the
model-order reduction of two large-scale interconnect circuit
examples.

Index Terms—Circuit simulation, dominant subspace, error
bound, Krylov subspace, model-order reduction, moment
matching.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODEL-order reduction is emerging as an effective
technique for the modeling and simulation of very

large-scale integrated circuits (VLSIs) and structures. As
the integration level increases and the transistor feature size
shrinks, many circuit parasitics can no longer be ignored.
Incorporating these parasitics commonly leads to large-scale
linear or nonlinear models that are computationally prohibitive
even for modern computing resources. Therefore, reducing
models before simulation is now becoming a common practice.
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Large-scale full-order models commonly have a high degree
of redundancy. Also, in many applications, an accurate model
at a limited frequency range is of interest. In these cases,
model-order reduction is capable of reducing the model redun-
dancy and providing compact models for efficient simulation.
Numerous model-reduction techniques have been developed
in the past decades, mostly in the control literature. Compre-
hensive reviews can be found in [1], [2] with an emphasis on
large-scale models. Several popular algorithms are compared
in [3].

Two representative reduction techniques widely used in
circuit simulation are balanced truncation [4]–[6] and mo-
ment matching [7]–[9]. Balanced truncation yields stable
reduced-order models with a proven uniform error bound.
However, due to its cubic computational complexity, balanced
truncation is not directly applicable to large-scale model re-
duction. On the other hand, moment matching has a relatively
lower computational complexity and can take the advantage
of sparsity in circuit models, and has been widely used for
integrated circuit modeling and analysis [8]. Moment matching
for model-order reduction has been further popularized by
the development of numerically stable computation methods
based on Krylov subspaces [9], [10]. However, since moment
matching only matches moments at some local frequency
points, the resulting reduced-order model may have fairly large
errors at some other frequency bands. Moreover, a small error
bound in the frequency domain does not necessarily imply an
accurate waveform matching in the time domain. Maintaining
the stability of a reduced-order model is also a critical issue.
Many authors have made efforts on extending the Krylov
subspace methods in a variety of directions for better results,
see [11]–[14] and the references therein.

Knowing the limitations of both techniques, some researchers
attempt to use modified balanced truncation schemes to improve
the global approximation accuracy while keeping a low compu-
tational cost [1], [15]–[17]. The underlying idea is to use ap-
proximately computed dominant subspaces and then to project
the state space of a full-order model to the dominant subspaces.
In this approach efficient computation of the approximate dom-
inant subspace becomes an important task. Unlike the balanced
truncation method where the exact Gramians are used for bal-
ancing transformation, approximate dominant subspaces are not
sufficient for balancing. A natural question in this regard is, if
one uses a dominant subspace for model reduction without bal-
ancing, what is the error bound? Such an error bound can help
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us estimate the model reduction accuracy when approximate
dominant subspaces are used in practice. Some good experi-
mental results on circuit simulation problems by using the ap-
proximate dominant subspaces for model-order reduction pub-
lications have been reported [16], [17], but an error bound of
using unbalanced dominant subspace projection has not been
fully analyzed yet. The first contribution of this paper is the es-
tablishment of such an error bound. In Section III, we follow a
frequency domain approach and derive a new error bound
which holds in both the frequency and time domains.

Dominant subspace is not only useful for linear model reduc-
tion, but also finds applications in nonlinear model-order reduc-
tion [18]. However, direct computation of the exact dominant
subspace for large-scale models, linear or nonlinear, is in gen-
eral not feasible in practice. For linear time-invariant models,
the exact dominant subspace can only be obtained from solving
the exact Gramian solution of a Lyapunov equation, which is of
the cubic time complexity. The high computational complexity
has motivated many researchers to study approximate solutions
of a large-scale Lyapunov equation [15], [19]–[24]. It has been
observed that frequently the Gramian solved from a Lyapunov
equation is of low numerical rank [25], which implies that the
state space of the full-order model is dominated by a low-dimen-
sional subspace, see [3], [23] for some examples. In fact origi-
nally the balanced truncation principle and dominant subspace
principle introduced for model-order reduction were motivated
by this low-rank phenomenon. Also, because of this phenom-
enon, the computation of low-dimensional approximate domi-
nant subspace becomes important for practical applications.

The key idea used for a low-rank approximation of a
Gramian is to apply an iterative computation technique in the
framework of Krylov subspace [26]. Most low-rank approxi-
mation techniques proposed in the literature utilized the idea
of forming a Krylov subspace with the matrix pair [see
(2)], [20]–[22]. Only recently have two papers addressed the
low-rank approximation using rational Krylov subspace as an
extension of the alternate direction implicit (ADI) algorithm
[23], [24]. In particular, numerical examples were presented in
[24] to demonstrate that different types of Krylov subspaces
could give rise to approximate dominant subspaces with dif-
ferent accuracy. But no analysis on the phenomenon was given
there. We also found in our experiments similar effects by
using different types of Krylov subspaces. In agreement to [24],
we found that the Krylov subspace formed by the pair
always yielded the worst results.

In the second part of this paper, we carry out a careful study
on the approximation accuracy of using three different types
of Krylov subspaces. In Section IV, we first introduce a gen-
eral approximate dominant subspace computation scheme based
on Krylov subspace and low-order Lyapunov equation solving.
Then, we justify analytically that the Krylov subspace formed
by the pair has a better approximation perfor-
mance than that by the pair , and furthermore a rational
Krylov subspace with an appropriately chosen real shift param-
eter can produce superior approximation results than that of the
Krylov subspace . We also introduce a heuristic
for choosing a real shift parameter by building a connection be-
tween a real rational Krylov subspace and the discretization of a

continuous-time model. We show that model reduction in a real
rational Krylov subspace bears the physical meaning of wave-
form matching in the discrete-time domain, in contrast to the
implication of local approximation in the frequency domain for
rational Krylov subspaces with purely imaginary shift parame-
ters.

The computation scheme and theoretical analysis are then
examined by numerical examples in Section V. First, we use
an interconnect circuit example with different orders and el-
ement values to demonstrate that the three types of Krylov
subspaces do provide different approximation accuracies in the
dominant subspace computation, as predicted by the analysis
in Section IV. For the evaluation purpose, three measures are
introduced for comparing the approximation accuracy. The
effectiveness of applying approximate dominant subspace to
large-scale model-order reduction is further demonstrated by
using two interconnect circuits.

The terminologies and notations used in this paper are fairly
standard. A matrix is called a Hurwitz matrix if it is asymptot-
ically stable. Vectors without transpose are in column conven-
tion. Since the column dimension of a matrix is of special in-
terest in this paper, we specifically use a subscript to indicate the
column size of a matrix in many places. The subspace spanned
by the columns of a matrix is denoted by span

. The subspace perpendicular to a subspace is denoted by

. When we say that a matrix spans a subspace, we mean
that the columns of matrix span the subspace, and we call
the matrix the basis matrix. The th-order Krylov subspace
generated by two matrices and is denoted by

(1)

In some places, we shall use the standard matrix manipulation
notation used in MATLAB1. For example, the notation

means the matrix formed by taking the first columns from
matrix . The standard basis vectors, i.e., the columns of the
identity matrix , are denoted by whose dimension should be
clear from the context if not specified. The transpose of matrix

is denoted by and if is complex, the conjugate trans-
pose of is denoted by . The th eigenvalue of matrix
is denoted by and the maximal eigenvalue of is de-
noted by if is symmetric. The norm of a vector
is the conventional Euclidean 2-norm, i.e., .
The norm of a matrix is defined by . The
Frobenius norm of is defined by . The
maximum singular value of matrix is denoted by

.

II. PRELIMINARY

We consider circuits and structures that can be modeled by
linear time-invariant (LTI) systems

(2)

1MATLAB is a trademark of The Mathworks, Inc. http://www.math-
works.com.
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where is the state vector, is the input (source)
vector, and is the output (measurement) vector. The
transfer function of model (2) is

(3)

Sometimes it is convenient to use the packed notation to repre-
sent a linear system and its transfer function

(4)

The model-order reduction problem is to find a reduced-order
model

(5)

where is the state vector with a reduced-order satis-
fying , so that model (5) is a good approx-
imation of the full-order model (2). The reduced-order model
can be written in the packed notation as well

(6)

Since does not play a role in projection-based model reduc-
tion, we simply assume throughout the paper.

A widely accepted model-order reduction formulation is by
projection. Let and be two real matrices in satis-
fying the biorthogonality condition

(7)

If we consider the restriction of the state to span , we can
replace by and premultiply the first equation in (2) by

. The resulting model (5) is of a reduced order with

(8)

The quality of a reduced-order model obtained by projection
can be measured by several different criteria. Typical measures
are: 1) the number of moments matched at some frequency
points [7]–[10] and 2) the uniform frequency domain error
bound established for balanced truncation [5].

Given the LTI system in (2) with the system matrix Hur-
witz, two Gramians are important in the context of model-order
reduction. The controllability Gramian is the unique solution
of the Lyapunov equation

(9)

and the observability Gramian is the unique solution of the
dual Lyapunov equation [27]

(10)

If is Hurwitz, then both Lyapunov equations (9) and (10) have
unique solutions and can be expressed, respectively, in integrals

(11)

and

(12)

Clearly, both Gramians are symmetric and positive semi-defi-
nite.

An alternate solution of Lyapunov equation (9) is an integral
expression in the frequency domain, which is essentially a result
of the matrix form Parseval identity. This alternate expression
turns out to be useful for deriving an error bound for un-
balanced dominant projection in the next section. Meanwhile, it
provides an analytical justification that a Krylov subspace com-
puted at the low frequencies can provide a better approximate
dominant subspace to be discussed in Section IV. Since the au-
thors have not seen this alternate expression in the literature, a
formal proof is provided for completeness.

Lemma 1: Assume that is asymptotically stable. The con-
trollability Gramian can be expressed by an integral in the
frequency domain, i.e.,

(13)

Proof: The Lyapunov equation (9) can be rewritten as

which is equivalent to

Taking integral from to yields

(14)

Since vanishes at , the integration above can
be replaced by a contour integral where is the closed
path going from to along the axis and following the
left semi-circle for . For sufficiently
large , this loop encircles all eigenvalues of but not those of

. By Cauchy Theorem we obtain for sufficiently large that

Then, the identity (13) follows immediately by substituting
and letting .
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III. ERROR BOUND

Suppose that and are two projection matrices in
satisfying and the reduced-order model (8) is ob-
tained from these two projection matrices. The error of model-
order reduction is defined to be the difference between the full-
order model and a reduced-order model in the frequency do-
main, i.e.,

(15)

Several error bounds are available in the literature. A
well-known error bound was established in [5] for balanced
truncation. Its practical use is, however, limited to small-scale
models since the computational complexity of solving Lya-
punov equations and singular value decomposition is of .
Another error bound was derived for moment matching in
[28]. However, since moment matching is based on the Taylor
expansion in the local sense, an error bound for the truncated
terms does not provide much information on the quality of a
reduced-order model in the wideband sense.

Since the theoretically solid error bound for balanced trun-
cation cannot be used if the exact Gramians are not available,
it is of interest to consider the error bound if only one exact
Gramian is used without performing the balancing transforma-
tion. Such an error bound would be useful in practice because,
as will be discussed later in this paper, we are able to compute an
approximate dominant subspace with high accuracy using spe-
cially designed Krylov subspace methods. If an error bound is
available for a reduced model obtained from an exactly com-
puted dominant subspace, then this error bound together with
the subspace approximation error can be used for an estimate
of the model reduction error. Moreover, the better an approxi-
mate dominant subspace is computed, the more trustful is the
error bound. For large-scale models, the exact error bound is
rarely computed because of the computational complexity, nev-
ertheless it still serves as a theoretical measure to justify that an
accurately computed approximate dominant subspace is trustful
in model-order reduction.

Before establishing the new error bound mentioned above,
we first derive a general characterization of the error function
defined in (15).

Lemma 2: Suppose that the reduced-order model (8) is ob-
tained from the two projection matrices and in sat-
isfying . The following identity holds for the error

defined in (15)

(16)

where

By duality, an alternate error expression is

(17)

where

Proof: In the packed notation, we can write

A state transformation

of this error system leads to

This is equivalent to a system in the augmented state space

where , with zero initial conditions. Identity (16)
then follows directly from this system.

The dual identity (17) is proven by considering and
replacing the triple by its dual .

The importance of Lemma 2 lies in the factor .
Since , this factor is an oblique projector to the sub-
space along span . The dual factor
is another oblique projector to the subspace along

.
Lemma 2 has two immediate applications. First, it can be

used to check the accuracy of moment matching if and
are computed from the moment matching algorithms [7], [9].
For example, if and are generated by the -step Lanczos
process as in PVL [9], then the coefficients of in up
to order vanish, i.e., moments of and are
matched. Second, Lemma 2 is instrumental for deriving an
error bound for if either or spans respectively the
dominant observable or controllable subspace, which is the
remaining task of this section.

The standard norm of the error is defined as

(18)

where , and the standard norm of
is defined as [27]

(19)

The next theorem establishes a bound on , where we only
consider the controllability Gramian and assume that the exact
dominant subspace corresponding to the dominant singular
values is available.

Theorem 1: Let be the controllability Gramian and
be the SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) of

, where is an orthonormal matrix and
is a diagonal matrix containing the singular values of in the
descending order. Let . If and

satisfying are used for reduction
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projection and assume that the reduced matrix is
asymptotically stable. Then, we have

(20)

where is defined in Lemma 2. If , then (20)
reduces to

(21)

Proof: Since is asymptotically stable, the norm
is finite. Let be the columns of

complementary to and . Using the
error expression (16) in Lemma 2 and the integral solution
in Lemma 1, we can bound the norm defined in (18)
as follows:

where we have used the fact that . Hence
the error bound (20) follows. Bound (21) is due to the fact that

for .
Remark 1: By Parseval’s theorem [27], the norm of error

in the frequency domain is the same as that that in the time
domain. Therefore, the reduction error bounds in Theorem 1 are
valid in both the time and frequency domains. Consequently,
a good waveform approximation is guaranteed in the time do-
main as well if a good frequency domain approximation is es-
tablished. Note that the error bound of balanced truncation
does not have such a property.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is that if the trailing
singular values are all zero, then the projection based reduction
does not lose any accuracy.

Corollary 1: Under the same conditions as in Theorem 1, if
for , then , i.e., the

reduced-order model is equivalent to the full-order model.
Remark 2: In circuit simulation, passivity is an important

property. Since the congruence transformation preserves pas-
sivity for circuit models with the port formulation, choosing

is preferred if the columns of are orthonormalized
[10]. In Theorem 1 we assumed that is asymp-
totically stable. However, the stability of is in
general not guaranteed, unless and are obtained from
balanced truncation. In practice sometimes might contain a
few unstable poles. If this happens, certain postprocessing is
needed, such as dropping the unstable poles by extracting the
stable subspace. Since is usually a low-dimensional matrix,
the stability check and stable subspace extraction are computa-
tionally feasible.

Remark 3: Note that Theorem 1 is stated for the controlla-
bility Gramian only. A dual result holds for the observability
Gramian as well, which follows directly from Lemma 2.

IV. COMPUTATION OF APPROXIMATE DOMINANT SUBSPACES

In Section III, we established an error bound in model
reduction by unbalanced dominant subspace projection. How-
ever, since the exact Gramians are not easily computable for
large-scale models, we have to resort to approximation in prac-
tice for dominant subspaces computation. As long as an ap-
proximate dominant subspace is computed with sufficient ac-
curacy, the model reduction accuracy can be estimated by the
error bound derived above.

Approximate computation of dominant subspaces for
large-scale models has been studied by many researchers in the
literature. Most of the results stem from the idea of low-rank
approximate solution of a high-order Lyapunov equation. The
low-rank solution of Lyapunov equation was first addressed
by Hodel and Poolla [19], where several heuristic algorithms
were proposed. Saad [20] specifically analyzed the low-rank
approximation by using the Krylov subspace ,
where the Galerkin condition on the residual was considered.
Jaimoukha and Kasenally [21] extended Saad’s idea on the
single-input–single-output case to the multiple-input-mul-
tiple-output case and proposed a GMRES-like solution scheme
by deriving an explicit expression for the residual. In all of
these papers, the Krylov subspace was formed by the pair

because of their appearance in the Lyapunov equation
(9). However, satisfaction of the Galerkin condition does not
necessarily imply that the Krylov subspace formed by the pair

is optimal for effective dominant subspace computa-
tion. Other algorithms along the same line are proposed in
[22]–[24], where in [23], [24] rational Krylov subspace was
used for low-rank approximate solution in the framework of
ADI algorithms.

The key point we would like to make in this section is that the
traditionally used Krylov subspace in the literature is
in fact not the best choice for effective computation of dominant
subspace, especially for large-scale models. Some other Krylov
subspace options with a commensurate computation complexity
can potentially provide better results. In Section IV-A, we intro-
duce a general dominant subspace computation scheme, which
is a different algorithm than the CF-ADI algorithm in [24]. The
specific choice of Krylov subspace is not specified in the com-
putation scheme. In Section IV-B, we review the properties of
three types of Krylov subspaces that are optional for the com-
putation scheme. These properties are used in Section IV-C for
an analytical comparison of their performance in dominant sub-
space approximation. Finally, in Section IV-D we establish a
new connection between a real rational Krylov subspace and
the discretization of a continuous-time model and propose a
heuristic way of choosing an appropriate real shift parameter
for a real rational Krylov subspace.

A. Dominant Subspace Computation Scheme

We start with the outline of a general iterative dominant sub-
space computation scheme. Algorithms similar to this scheme
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have been used in some works [20], [21], but not from the point
of view of comparing the performances of different Krylov sub-
spaces. We formulate the scheme in a generic way without spec-
ifying the matrices used for the Krylov subspace computation.
Later on, this generic algorithm is specialized to several dif-
ferent Krylov subspaces and their performances in dominant
subspace approximation are compared analytically. The com-
putation scheme is general enough for multiple-input models.

1) Dominant Subspace Computation Scheme:

Input) Two matrices and , the dimen-
sion of an approximate dominant subspace, and an
intermediate integer satisfying .

Step 1) Run the (block) Arnoldi algorithm [26] to generate
the basis vectors for the th-order Krylov subspace

. Let be the basis
matrix, i.e., .

Step 2) Form the reduced-order Lyapunov equation

(22)

where

Step 3) Solve from the th-order Lyapunov equation
(22) and find the SVD of , i.e.,

where is an orthonormal matrix and the
singular values of are arranged in the descending
order in .

Step 4) Extract the leading column vectors of , denoted
by , and define .

Output)Matrix whose columns span a -dimensional ap-
proximate dominant subspace.

Since the algorithm requires solving a Lyapunov equation of
dimension , we recommend that the intermediate dimension

should not be too large (normally no greater than 100) so that
solving the Lyapunov equation (22) is kept at a low cost.

One could choose to return after Step 1) for an approx-
imate subspace as done in [24, Sec. VIII]. However, di-
rectly generated by the Arnoldi algorithm without the correc-
tion in the other steps might not capture the dominance very
well. Steps 2) to 4) in the computation scheme are merely for a
better low-dimensional approximation of dominance subspace
with some modest additional computation cost. We refer to the
reduction procedure from basis vectors to dominant basis
vectors as compaction.

It is easily verified that if is returned from the computation
scheme, then and satisfy

(23)

where is a diagonal matrix containing the leading sin-
gular values of . The computation scheme outlined above
also yields a low-rank approximation of the Gramian

(24)

This approximate solution has the property that the Galerkin
condition is satisfied [20], i.e.,

(25)

where is the residual matrix of the Lyapunov equation
defined by

(26)

Remark 4: The dominant subspace computation scheme is
formulated for the computation of a dominant controllable sub-
space. It can also be used for the computation of a dominant
observable subspace if the dual matrices are used in
place of .

B. Three Krylov Subspaces for Dominance Approximation

Note that we did not specify the choice of the matrices
and for the Krylov subspace in the computation
scheme described above. There are three typical Krylov sub-
spaces optional for the computation scheme. In this section,
we briefly review the construction and basic properties of the
Krylov subspaces. These properties will be used to examine the
approximation performances of the three types of Krylov sub-
spaces.

A traditional option for and is to choose and
; that is, the Krylov subspace is used for the

dominant controllable subspace computation. The choice of this
Krylov subspace used in many earlier works is a direct conse-
quence of the Lyapunov equation in the standard form of (9) and
its solution in the conventional form of (11).

The second choice of Krylov subspace comes from the fol-
lowing reformulation. If is asymptotically stable (hence in-
vertible), the Lyapunov equation (9) can equivalently be written
as

(27)

which remains to be a Lyapunov equation. This operation leads
to another way of computing the dominant controllable sub-
space by using the pair . We note that
in circuit applications obtaining or involves almost the
equal amount of computation, depending on whether inverting
the susceptance matrix or the conductance matrix.

The third option for choosing the pair is by using a
rational Krylov subspace [29] with a real shift parameter

(28)

Note that by choosing this Krylov subspace reduces
to the second option . It should be noted that
there are many possible ways of choosing the shift parameter ,
which in general could be complex and distinct in the iteration,
for instance, as typically
used in the ADI-type algorithms [23], [24], [30]. Clearly, if a set
of distinct shift parameters is used, additional linear solves for

are required. In this paper we focus ourselves on
rational Krylov subspaces with only one real shift parameter ,
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and compare its performance to the first two options in domi-
nant subspace approximation. An algorithm using distinct shift
parameters can be found in [24].

We are mainly interested in one simple question: which one
among the three Krylov subspaces could provide the best re-
sults for dominant subspace approximation if the dominant sub-
space computation scheme is used with low orders and ?
We learned from our numerical experiments that in general the
traditionally used Krylov subspace almost always
yielded the worst approximation results, the Krylov subspace

could provide a relatively better approxima-
tion result, and the rational Krylov subspace (28) with an ap-
propriately chosen positive frequently gave rise to the most
superior approximation result. This observation is also consis-
tent with the numerical results reported by Li and White [24];
but no analytical justification was given there. In the next sec-
tion we shall attempt to provide an analytical justification for
the different approximation performances of the three Krylov
subspaces. For this purpose, the following three properties as-
sociated with moment matching in the three Krylov subspaces
will be useful.

The moment matching property of a Krylov subspace is now
well-known. Let be the Laplace transform
of the state of model (2), where is the
transfer function from input to state. The Taylor expansion of

can take the following three forms:

(29a)

(29b)

(29c)

where the first expansion is at , the second at , and
the third at . The leading coefficient matrices (vectors) of
the terms , and in the above three expansions
are, respectively, the column vectors forming the three Krylov
subspaces we mentioned above.

An important property of (rational) Krylov subspace is that if
we reduce the matrices and by projection to a low-dimen-
sional Krylov subspace characterized by an orthonormal basis
matrix , then the leading moments of the following two
input-to-state transfer functions are matched

(30a)

(30b)

where

and (31)

are the two reduced matrices.
The moment matching properties of the three Krylov sub-

spaces are listed below for the general multiple-input case.
They will be used in the next Section for dominance approxi-
mation analysis. By an orthonormal basis matrix of a Krylov

subspace we mean that has orthonormal columns (i.e.,
) and .

Property 1: If , is the orthonormal basis matrix of
the Krylov subspace , then we have

(32)

for , where and are defined in (31).
Property 2: If , is the orthonormal basis matrix of

the Krylov subspace and is invertible, then
we have

(33)

for , where and are defined in (31).
Property 3: If , is the orthonormal basis matrix of

the rational Krylov subspace
with , then we have

(34)

for , where and are defined in (31), and is
chosen such that the matrix inversions exist.

The first property follows directly from the Arnoldi algo-
rithm. Its proof is straightforward and can be found in, for ex-
ample, [7], [31]. The proof of Property 3 can be found in [29,
Sec. 3.1]. The proof of Property 2 is slightly different from
the other two, because the reduced matrix rather than

is formed. For completeness, a proof is provided in
Appendix.

To be specific, we shall use the term moment matching at
high frequencies to indicate the first type of Krylov subspace
which is obtained by the Taylor expansion at , the term
moment matching at low frequencies to indicate the second type
of Krylov subspace which is obtained by the Taylor expansion at

, and the term moment matching at the real for the third
type Krylov subspace which is obtained by the Taylor expansion
at .

C. Comparison of Performances in Dominance Approximation

Our experiment and the numerical examples reported in [24]
all show that the three Krylov subspaces examined in the pre-
ceding Section have different performances for the approxima-
tion of dominant subspaces, especially for large-scale models.
The goal of this section is to justify using the tools developed so
far that in the computation of approximate dominant subspace
for large-scale models, the following two observations are in
general true.

1) The Krylov subspace has a better per-
formance than that of .

2) The Krylov subspace
with an appropriately chosen has a superior perfor-
mance than that of .

We first justify the first observation by using Properties 1
and 2 and the the integral expression of in the frequency do-
main (see (13)). Let and be the basis matrices of the
Krylov subspaces and , respec-
tively. Let
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and where
for .

Let be the solution of the reduced-order
Lyapunov equation

Then, according to the dominant subspace computation scheme,
the two matrices for are two
approximations to the the controllability Gramian represented
as (see Lemma 1)

(35)

Then, we have

The accuracy of the approximation in the last step can now be
evaluated by the moment matching properties of the two asso-
ciated Krylov subspaces.

Properties 1 and 2 imply that the leading moments of
match those of at ,

while the leading moments of match those of
at . Since rolls off as , the

magnitude of the integral of in (35) mainly comes from the
contribution of at the low-frequency
part rather than from the high-frequency part. Hence, in the
sense of approximation, an integral with its integrand matching
the moments of at the low frequencies and rolling off at
the high frequencies must have a better approximation to the
Gramian than the one that matches only the moments of
at the high-frequency which is the rolling off (nonsignificant)
part. Observation 1) is thus justified. Fortunately, this result is
not against the practice where the circuit operation frequency
band is typically below the gigahertz level, never going toward
the infinitely high frequencies.

Observation 2) is justified by a different approach that uses
another representation of the controllability Gramian in infi-
nite series. Note that the Lyapunov equation (9) can equivalently
be written as

Assuming invertible, we get

(36)

where . This is another type
of Lyapunov equation arising from discrete-time systems; its
solution can be obtained by the following iteration:

(37)
The convergence of this iteration is guaranteed if is Hurwitz,
since in this case has spectral radius less than one for any

. This algorithm is known as the Smith algorithm [32].
With zero initial condition , the iteration (37) converges
to

(38)

where

(39)

Note that the Smith algorithm is rarely used in practical com-
putation due to its slow convergence especially for stiff matrix

, i.e., has both fast and slow modes, which is typical for
many circuit models. Variants of the Smith algorithm lead to
the ADI algorithm [30] and the CF-ADI algorithm [24]. Here,
we use the series representation of in (38) and Property 3 to
justify Observation 2).

Using the identity

(40)

one can easily verify that

Let be the orthonormal basis matrix of the rational
Krylov subspace and define

where is as defined in (31). Then, we have the following
lemma.

Lemma 3: Given the notations above, the following identities
hold:

(41)

for all , where is chosen such that the
two matrix inversions exist and and are defined in (31).

Proof: The identities (41) follow from the moment
matching property 3 and the identity (40).

It follows directly from Lemma 3 that the following par-
tial-sum identity holds:

(42)

where is defined in (39) and is defined by

(43)

Now let be the solution of the reduced-order Lyapunov equa-
tion

Then, according to the Smith algorithm, the solution can also
be expressed as a series if remains Hurwitz, i.e.,

(44)

Going back to our dominant subspace computation scheme,
we can use as an approximation to the controllability
Gramian .
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The identity (42) is now used to compare the approximation
accuracy of by using different ’s. If an appro-
priate is chosen so that the convergence of (38) is optimal,
then the approximation by using for should be su-
perior if is the basis matrix of the rational Krylov subspace

comparing to other rational
Krylov subspaces with other . This is because for an optimum

such that the convergence of (38) is optimal, the partial sum

(45)

better dominates the total sum. The partial-sum identity (42)
then implies that the subspace dominance is also better captured
by the basis matrix if the rational Krylov subspace at an op-
timum is selected in computation. On the other hand, observe
that the second type of Krylov subspace is
the limiting case of a rational Krylov subspace by choosing
sufficiently small, which is however associated with the slow
convergence of (38); namely, the dominance captured by the
partial-sum (45) for is not as good as that by using an
optimum . Hence this partial-sum matching approach has jus-
tified that Observation 2) is in general true.

D. Choice of

In the previous section, we argued that an optimum would
result in an optimal approximation of the dominant subspace
by using a real rational Krylov subspace. However, in general,
it is not easy to find an optimum for such a purpose. The
similar issue of choosing optimum convergence parameters in
ADI-type algorithms has been addressed in many places, see
[24] and the references therein. The main technique is to solve
a rational minimax problem which requires the information of
the eigenvalues of the matrix . This problem is not completely
solved when some eigenvalues of are complex. Also, when
is high dimensional, finding the eigenvalues or a compact region
containing all the eigenvalues of is also expensive in general.
To have a guideline for choosing an appropriate parameter ,
we provide a heuristic method here by following a discretization
approach.

Rational Krylov subspace has been widely used in model-
order reduction. Since moment matching is traditionally formu-
lated as local approximation in the frequency domain, a pure
complex or several such points can be used as the
shift parameters to improve the approximation accuracy at cer-
tain frequency ranges of interest [33]. Also real numbers can be
used for shift parameters, see for example [9], [2], which also
give good simulation results. However, since moment matching
at a real point does not have a direct connection to the local ap-
proximation of a frequency response, which is normally along
the axis, the physical meaning of a rational Krylov sub-
space with real shift parameters is not well understood. Grimme
made some argument in his thesis for the real shift parameters
[29, Sec. 6.2.2], but the interpretation is not as clear as that of
pure imaginary shift points. It turns out that interpreting a real
shift parameter in terms of discretization bears a better physical
meaning for practical applications.

One way to discretize a continuous-time model

(46)

is to replace the derivative operator (or operator) approxi-
mately by

(47)

where is a small time step, and is the sam-
pling frequency. After the discretization, the continuous-time
model (46) becomes

(48)

which is the same as the backward Euler integration formula.
Taking -transform, we obtain , where

(49)

If is invertible, can be expanded in terms of

where and . It is clear that the
leading coefficients in the expansion of are the matrices
that form the rational Krylov subspace

. If a sequence of different ’s are used in the itera-
tion, corresponding to using varying time steps, then a rational
Krylov subspace with a set of real shift parameters is formed.
Some properties of a rational Krylov subspace with distinct shift
parameters are discussed in [24], where the rational Krylov sub-
spaces are obtained by factorizing and reducing the ADI algo-
rithm.

It is interesting to observe that if the transfer functions of
two discrete-time models, and , have moments
(i.e., coefficients of ) matched for ,
then by the definition of -transform we have , for

, in the discrete-time domain. This implies
that moment matching using a real rational Krylov subspace
bears the meaning of waveform matching in the time-domain,
rather than the traditional moment matching in the frequency
domain. Strictly speaking, a discretized model is only an ap-
proximation of the continuous-time model. Nevertheless, by
matching the waveform of an approximate dynamic model, the
dominant subspace characteristics are still captured to certain
degree. This new interpretation of a real shift parameter is
expected to provide a heuristic way of choosing an appropriate

for a reasonably good performance in the dominant subspace
approximation. We emphasize that in the current interpretation
the parameter is the inverse of the time step used for integra-
tion or discretization.

It is also interesting to note that the iteration formula for
in (37) can be viewed as a consequence of discretization of the
differential Lyapunov equation

whose steady-state solution is the solution of the Lya-
punov equation (9). In the same spirit it makes sense to interpret

as the sampling rate in the discretization.
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Although the new interpretation does not give us an optimal
choice of , it does provide an empirical guideline for choosing
an appropriate . We recommend to choose a several mag-
nitudes smaller than the magnitude of the fastest mode of the
full-order model. In our experiment we observed that an overly
small usually resulted in a performance similar to choosing

, i.e., moment matching at , while an exceedingly
large ended up with very bad approximation because clus-
tered sampling could not capture well the dynamic behavior of
the waveform. Such observations are quite consistent to our the-
oretical analysis.

Remark 5: Another discretization is to approximate the op-
erator by

(50)

which is equivalent to the trapezoidal rule in numerical integra-
tion. It can be verified that the Krylov subspace resulting from
this discretization is the same as that from the backward Euler
discretization.

V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report comprehensive numerical results.
We first introduce three typical measures in Section V-A for a
complete experimental comparison in the subsequent two sec-
tions. In Section V-B we demonstrate several numerical results
that are consistent with the theoretical predictions made in Sec-
tion IV-C for the approximation performances of the three types
of Krylov subspaces. Then in Section V-C numerical exam-
ples further demonstrate that the dominant subspace compu-
tation scheme with appropriately chosen Krylov subspaces is
very effective for large-scale circuit models. In particular, we
demonstrate the convergence effect when a sequence of dif-
ferent dimensions is chosen for intermediate subspaces. Finally,
applications of approximately computed dominant subspaces
to model-order reduction are reported in Section V-D. All the
computations in this section were carried out using MATLAB
6 for the demonstration purpose. When MATLAB becomes in-
efficient for practical large-scale problems, the free software li-
brary SLICOT is recommended for large-scale numerical com-
putation [34].

A. Three Measures for Comparison

We use three measures to compare how accurately the dom-
inant subspace is approximated. The first measure is defined to
compare the approximate singular values with the exact ones.
This requires the computation of the exact Gramian and its sin-
gular values, thus is for the demonstration purpose. In practice,
we can check the convergence of the computed singular values
to determine whether or not the approximate dominant subspace
is sufficiently accurate. Let and be respectively the exact
and approximate singular values for . The total rel-
ative error of singular value approximation is defined by

(51)

Fig. 1. RLC line.

where we assume for .
The second measure is defined to compute the distance be-

tween the approximate subspace basis matrix and an
exact dominant subspace basis matrix obtained from
the SVD of . The distance is defined by

(52)

which measures the mismatch between and . The choice
of Frobenius norm is to better differentiate the distance for dif-
ferent basis matrices. Note that this measure also requires an
exact Gramian, thus is also for the demonstration purpose. In
practice, one can check the convergence of by comparing the
distances computed between two consecutive basis matrices.

The third measure is defined to be the residual of the Lya-
punov equation, i.e., defined in (26), by substituting the
approximate Gramian formed as in (24). To reduce the com-
putational complexity, we adopt an idea presented in [23] for
residual computation. Let span the dominant sub-
space and be the approximate solution, where

is the solution of the reduced-order Lyapunov equation as in
(22). Then, the residual can be expressed as

Let

be the QR factorization of the matrix on the right hand side,
where is square and upper-triangular. Then

where

Since is a low-dimensional matrix, this method reduces the
computation of residual evaluation significantly. The relative
residual is defined to be

(53)

B. Comparison of Approximation Without Compaction

The first test case is an RLC line with segments shown
in Fig. 1, which could be a discretized transmission line model
or an interconnect model. This example will be used to test the
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Fig. 2. Approximation of singular values by using  = 1 (.);  = 0 (�), and  = 2� 10 ( ).

approximation effects of the three Krylov subspaces, then the
effectiveness of the dominant subspace computation scheme,
and finally model-order reduction by using computed dominant
subspaces. By the modified nodal analysis (MNA) formulation
[35], we use for the
state vector and choose and to be the input and
output, respectively.

This test circuit is first used to demonstrate different approxi-
mation performances of the three Krylov subspaces

, and . For
easy identification, we identify the first Krylov subspace by the
specific chosen, the second one by , and the third one
by . We chose a 200-stage RLC line so that the model
order is 400, and the exact Gramian is solved by Bartels–Stewart
algorithm [36]. For simplicity, we assume that the RLC values
are uniform with , and for all
. Although the state–space model is controllable in theory, the

Gramian computed from MATLAB has only a rank 31, which
means that the controllable space has prominent low-dimen-
sional dominance and the full-order model has quite much re-
dundancy.

We compute the approximate dominant controllable subspace
by using the three candidate Krylov subspaces, all with order

. To verify the different approximation effects as pre-
dicted by the two observations 1) and 2) in Section IV-C, the
compaction procedure in the dominant subspace computation
scheme is not used for this test case. The three measures intro-
duced in the previous section are computed and listed in Table I.
Shown in Fig. 2 is the approximation of the singular values by
using the three optional Krylov subspaces. For better visualiza-
tion, the 10-based logarithms of the singular values are plotted.
We see that the Krylov subspace at is better than that at

by the measures of singular values and subspace dis-
tance. For this example, the best approximation is achieved by
a rational Krylov subspace at . The numerical re-

TABLE I
MEASURES BY USING THREE KRYLOV SUBSPACES

sult matches very well with our previous theoretical analysis. In
terms of residual, the Krylov subspace at looks the best,
which indicates that the residual measure might not be reliable if
used as the only measure for dominant subspace approximation.
Note that one can also use the equivalent Lyapunov equation
(27) to compute the residual, which in fact resulted in a better
residual in our experiment for the case . But to have a
comparison on the same basis, we keep on using the Lyapunov
equation (9) for the residual comparison.

Next, we choose another set of RLC values for the same cir-
cuit model, with nH, and 20 pF to
change the model modes but without changing the model order.
The test results are summarized in Table II and Fig. 3 where the
compaction procedure is again not used. For this case, the exact
Gramian has a computed rank of 33. We see that the Krylov sub-
space at still better captures the dominant singular values
than that at , while the Krylov subspace at
performs superior among all. We observe that this set of circuit
element values has driven the fastest mode to the gigahertz os-
cillation level, hence a larger is chosen here.

The preceding two test cases both demonstrate the consis-
tency with the analytical results established in Section IV.C.
Moreover, they show that all three Krylov subspaces can cap-
ture the leading several dominant singular values very well, but
not for the trailing singular values. To improve the overall ap-
proximation accuracy, the compaction procedure in the Domi-
nant Subspace Computation Scheme can be used.
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Fig. 3. Approximation of singular values by using  = 1 (.);  = 0 (�), and  = 3� 10 ( ).

TABLE II
MEASURES BY USING THREE KRYLOV SUBSPACES

C. Convergence of the Compaction Procedure

By the compaction procedure we need to choose an interme-
diate order slightly larger than , the dimension of the domi-
nant subspace, then use the steps in the dominant subspace com-
putation scheme to obtain a better dominance approximation.
The test cases in this section are used to demonstrate the con-
vergence effect by using a sequence of intermediate orders .

The same circuit example in Fig. 1 is used again but with a
new set of uniform RLC values nH, and

5 pF. We also choose a larger model order with .
For such a large-scale model, solving the exact Gramian is not
feasible. Hence, we compute the distance between two consec-
utive subspaces and the residual of Lyapunov equation as the
measures for comparison. We also plot the computed singular
values for visualization of the convergence. To test the conver-
gence, we choose a sequence of from 20 up to 100 with incre-
ment 20, denoted in MATLAB as . All inter-
mediate subspaces are compacted to dimension . Listed
in Table III are the distance measure and the residual measure
for different but with the same for the shift param-
eter. The notation denotes the distance between the
subspaces computed at two consecutive ’s, with for the cur-
rent and for the previous , where both and are
basis matrices in . The initial subspace is assumed to be the

TABLE III
MEASURES AS A FUNCTION OF m FOR  = 10

TABLE IV
MEASURES AS A FUNCTION OF m FOR  = 0

TABLE V
MEASURES AS FUNCTION OF m FOR  = 1

zero subspace. The data in Table III show that the dominant sub-
space has well converged. Shown in Fig. 4 is the convergence
behavior of the computed singular values.

For comparison, the test results by using are shown in
Table IV and Fig. 5. We see from the table that

at , which means the convergence is not as good
as that of .

Finally, the the same example is tested again to see the per-
formance of the Krylov subspace at . The results are
shown in Table V and Fig. 6. The convergence of this option is
clearly worse than the previous two, which again demonstrates
the different approximation performances of the three Krylov
subspaces as predicted.
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Fig. 4. Convergence of singular values with  = 10 for m = 20 : 20 : 100.

Fig. 5. Convergence of singular values with  = 0 for m = 20 : 20 : 100.

To summarize, the dominant subspace approximated by the
Krylov subspace is always the worst comparing
to the other two options. For this reason, in the application
to model-order reduction to be presented next, the Krylov
subspace will not be used.

D. Application to Model-Order Reduction

The RLC circuit in Fig. 1 is now used for testing model-order
reduction. This time node is chosen as the output and the uni-
form RLC values are nH, and 20 pF. The

full model order is 1000 and the reduced model order is 20. For
dominant subspace compaction, we first generate a Krylov sub-
space with an intermediate order 80 which is further reduced
to order 20 by compaction. Shown in Fig. 7 is the reduction
result by using the Krylov subspace at and the projec-
tion to the dominant controllable subspace [i.e., choosing

in (8)]. Shown in Fig. 8 is the reduction result by
using the dominant observable subspace also computed at

[i.e., choosing in (8)]. The accuracies of the
two reduced models are comparable. The reduction result be-
comes better if the oblique projection is performed with com-
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Fig. 6. Convergence of singular values with  = 1 for m = 20 : 20 : 100.

Fig. 7. Reduction of RLC line from 1000th order to 20th order using dominant controllable subspace computed at  = 0.

puted from the pair and from the pair ,
as shown in Fig. 9, where still is used. Note that the
error in this case is significantly smaller than the previous two.
For comparison, the reduction result by using moment matching
up to the 20th order without compaction is shown in Fig. 10.
We see that by matching moments only at the low frequencies
the error, although is very small at the low frequency band, in-
creases remarkably at the high-frequency. Comparatively, the
errors from using dominant controllable/observable subspaces
are fairly flat.

The second circuit example used for model-order reduction
is the two coupled RLC lines shown in Fig. 11. For this circuit

is the state vector and is the input. The output will be
specified later. The uniform RLC values are chosen as

10.0 nH, 1.0
pF, 20 pF for , where is the number
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Fig. 8. Reduction of RLC line from 1000th order to 20th order, using dominant observable subspace computed at  = 0.

Fig. 9. Reduction of RLC line from 1000th order to 20th order using both dominant subspaces computed at  = 0 (oblique projection).

of stages. We choose stages so that the model is of
1200th order. This circuit is used to test the reduction effect by
using only, only, and both and . The first two be-
long to orthogonal projection and the third belongs to oblique
projection. It usually happens that if the circuit model is not
in the port formulation, the passivity cannot be preserved even
using the congruent transformation. This example demonstrates
that in case the reduced matrix has unstable poles, removing
those few unstable poles by further projecting to the stable
subspace would not lose much accuracy for practical applica-
tions. Nevertheless, it is important to be aware that this simple
technique only works for high-order models.

First we choose as the output and compute the
dominant controllable and observable subspaces using the dom-
inant subspace computation scheme. We use a shift parameter

and choose for the intermediate order
and for the reduced model order. The computed basis
matrices for the controllable and observable subspaces are first
used separately for model-order reduction and the results are
shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. Note that in the case of
controllable subspace 8 poles of the reduced matrix are unstable,
they are removed by further reducing the model to order 32 after
projection to the stable subspace. Also, in the case of observable
subspace, six poles of the reduced matrix are unstable, they are
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Fig. 10. Reduction of RLC line from 1000th order to 20th order by moment matching at s = 0 (without compaction).

Fig. 11. Two coupled RLC lines.

removed by further reducing the model to order 34. The plots in
Figs. 12 and 13 are results with the unstable poles removed, but
the accuracy up to a high-frequency point remains very good.
The low accuracy at the high-frequency part is probably due to
the low reduced order, which in general can be improved by
choosing a higher reduced order. Since for this example, the
high-frequency part is the significantly rolloff band, the error
at that band normally would not cause a serious problem for
simulation not reaching that frequency band. Also, we see that
both the reduced models by using or have comparable
accuracy, implying that in practice there is no reason to favor
one from the other for model-order reduction.

Since the outer product of the computed two basis matrices
is singular for this example, they cannot be used for

oblique projection. This is usually caused by the fact that the
input/output matrices and are inherently orthogonal. In
such cases only the orthogonal projections as done above are
feasible. However, if we choose a different output, say,

, then and have a nonsingular outer product,
hence can be used for oblique projection. The reduction result
is shown in Fig. 14. In this reduction, two out of the 40 poles
are unstable. Hence the model is further reduced to order 38
by a projection to the stable subspace. We can see again from
Fig. 14 that the reduction remains quite accurate.

VI. CONCLUSION

Large-scale models appearing in circuit simulation and other
areas bring challenges to conventional model-order reduction
techniques. To overcome the limitation of balanced truncation
for large-scale models, approximate dominant subspaces have
been used for practical model-order reduction with many good
results. However, a theoretical error bound for unbalanced
dominant subspace projection was unknown. This paper has
established an error bound for model-order reduction
using unbalanced dominant subspace. Furthermore, it has
investigated the performances of using three types of Krylov
subspaces for approximate dominant subspace computation.
It is analytically justified that the conventionally used Krylov
subspace in fact is not a good candidate for effective
dominant subspace computation. Rather, the Krylov subspace
that matches moments at low frequencies and a rational Krylov
subspace with an appropriately chosen real shift parameter
are capable of producing superior approximate dominant
subspaces. Numerical experiments have demonstrated that
the theoretical analysis well predicts the computation results.
Furthermore, numerical results have demonstrated that the
approximate dominant subspaces computed from the dominant
subspace computation scheme can be used effectively for
large-scale model-order reduction.

APPENDIX

SUPPLEMENTARY PROOF

Proof of Property 2: We only prove the Property for the
single-input case. Its extension to the multiple-input case is
straightforward.

The Arnoldi algorithm gives rise to the identity

(54)
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Fig. 12. Reduction of the coupled RLC line from 1200th order to 40th order using dominant controllable subspace computed at  = 2� 10 .

Fig. 13. Reduction of the coupled RLC line from 1200th order to 40th order using dominant observable subspace computed at  = 2� 10 .

where is an upper Hessenberg matrix, is the
th basis vector in the Arnoldi algorithm, and is the

normalization factor. By the fact that is upper Hessenberg, it
is readily verified that

for (55)

It also follows from (54) that

i.e.,

(56)

One can show by induction that

for (57)

Indeed, (56) implies that . Assume that (57) holds
for some satisfying . Then
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Fig. 14. Reduction of the coupled RLC line from 1200th order to 40th order using both dominant subspaces computed at  = 2� 10 (oblique projection).

because of the fact that is an upper Hessenberg matrix and
for .

Let . Then, , i.e.,
, from which we obtain , i.e.,

(58)

Thus, we have shown which is the identity
(33) for . Applying the identities (57), we obtain for

where we also used (54) and (58). Consequently, the identities
(33) hold for .
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